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Reviews

Alexander Laban Hinton, Thomas La Pointe, and Douglas Irvin-Erickson, eds., Hidden
Genocides: Power, Knowledge, Memory. New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2013.
Pp. 248, cloth, $80.00 US. Paper, $28.95 US. E-book, $28.95 US.

Reviewed by Donald W. Beachler, Ithaca College

Hidden Genocides is an edited volume that includes 11 thought-provoking essays asking
us to consider questions about why academics and others devote a great deal of time
and attention to studying certain genocides, such as the Holocaust or the decimation of
the Ottoman Armenians; pay some attention to other instances of genocide, such as
Kosovo or the Kurds; and virtually ignore particular genocides, such as the mass killings
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). The genocides covered in this book
are hidden or neglected in varying degrees. While the genocides of indigenous peoples
in settler-colonial societies are not widely discussed outside scholarly circles, the fates of
indigenous peoples feature prominently in this book and in many recent discussions of
genocide. Other victim groups included in the book, such as the Ottoman Assyrians
and Greeks and the Circassians of the Caucasus, are more accurately defined as hidden
or neglected. The analyses of the complex issues raised in many of the case studies in
this volume offer insight into the academic “construction” of genocides and ongoing
controversies in the contentious field of genocide studies. This book is a useful contribu-
tion to the field, which has seen its share of civil wars, as vitriolic rhetoric has been
hurled, academic associations have been split apart, and journals have been disbanded
amidst extreme acrimony.

The Holocaust is, of course, not a hidden genocide, and therefore, it is not a major
focus of a volume on neglected genocides. It is, however, a significant theme in Dirk
Moses’s chapter on the creation of the Canadian Museum for Human Rights (CMHR).
Still, it is worth recalling that many of the issues covered in this book have also arisen in
the field of Holocaust studies, which, Raul Hilberg has noted in his autobiography, was
a neglected topic when he first published Destruction of the European Jews, in 1961. The
Holocaust as a historical event was not always free of controversy either. Peter Novick,
for example, engendered a great deal of controversy with his rather dispassionate his-
tory of the evolution of interest in the Holocaust in the United States. For a time, a
fierce debate raged over whether the Holocaust was unique; what entitlements, if any,
uniqueness gave Jews; and how uniqueness applied to the geopolitical interests of the
state of Israel. This book greatly expands the scope of discussion of the politics of geno-
cide studies both thematically and, of course, geographically.

A particular genocide may be hidden by a culture or government at one time and
openly acknowledged at another. The transparency of a genocide may vary with politi-
cal imperatives or changing mores. As Dakota scholar Chris Mato Nunpa notes in his
chapter on the destruction of Indigenous people in the United States, in the nineteenth
century, government officials were quite open about their practices of relocation, killing,
and coerced assimilation of this group, which was viewed as an impediment to the con-
quest and settlement of the area that is now the United States. Today, there is a great
deal of reluctance, in political circles, to describe the decimation of Indigenous people
in North America as a genocide. Moses, in a chapter on what he terms the “passionate,
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if ill tempered” (43) debate over the establishment of the CMHR in Winnipeg, argues
that a government that claims to derive political legitimacy from a commitment to uni-
versal principles of human rights cannot readily acknowledge that it was founded on
genocide. Moses demonstrates that the controversy over the organization of the CMHR
involved disputes over the primacy of the Holocaust, the role given to the Armenian
Genocide of 1915, and the prominence of the Ukrainians who suffered millions of
deaths at the hands of the Soviet regime in the 1930s, in the so-called Holodomor.
While the museum does recognize the fate of indigenous peoples, the representatives of
the peoples that were displaced and oppressed in Canada were not as prominent in dis-
cussions as those who were speaking on behalf of the Jews and Ukrainians, who had
suffered a terrible fate in Europe in the 1930s and 1940s but whose plight cannot be at-
tributed to the actions of the Canadian government. Moses aptly illustrates the lobbying
for a prominent showing by various ethnic groups in what Novick has labeled the “vic-
timization Olympics,” and in the case of the CMHR and Canadian society, the clear lo-
sers are Canada’s First Nations peoples.

Despite the insight the reader will gain from many of these essays, there is uneven-
ness in the quality with and degree to which contributors interrogate the themes of the
book. A most notable example of the descent into ethnic “partisanship” that often mars
genocide studies is the essay by Hannibal Travis on the Assyrian and Greek genocides
that occurred at the end of the Ottoman Empire. Travis argues persuasively that these
genocides occurred in conjunction with the much better known Armenian Genocide.
His essay goes on to characterize the war between Greece and Turkey (1919–1922) not
as a struggle over territory in Western Anatolia but, rather, as essentially a humanitar-
ian effort by the Greeks to prevent further slaughter by the rampaging Turkish hordes.
With little grounding in the history of that era and sourced with references to highly
partisan Western diplomats, such a presentation continues the narrative of Western
innocence and eternal Turkish or Muslim perfidy that all too often characterizes ac-
counts of the ethnic displacements and genocides that accompanied the decline and col-
lapse of the Ottoman Empire.

The challenges of understanding hidden genocides are best illustrated in the chap-
ter by Adam Jones, which addresses the genocides that have occurred over several dec-
ades in the Great Lakes region of Africa. Jones makes the unchallengeable assertion that
only the mass killings of Rwandan Tutsis and “oppositionist” Hutus in the spring and
summer of 1994 have attracted the sustained attention of genocide scholars and human
rights activists. In fact, the Rwandan Genocide of 1994 has achieved canonical status in
genocide scholarship. Jones demonstrates that there have been numerous other in-
stances of genocidal killings in the Great Lakes region, including the killing and expul-
sion of Tutsis in Rwanda around 1961, the genocide of Hutus (especially educated
males) in Burundi in 1972, the renewed killing of Hutus and Tutsis in Rwanda during
1990–1993, the “reciprocal genocide” in Burundi in 1993, and the genocide in what is
now the DRC (then called Zaire) of the 1990s, which was largely perpetrated by the
Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) and its proxies. Jones emphasizes that all of these geno-
cides remain largely neglected matters in the West. He argues that the singular focus on
the Rwandan Genocide of 1994 is the result of a variety of factors. Politically, the mere
fact that the international community abandoned Rwandan Tutsis to their fate at the
hands of Hutu génocidaires illustrates the degree to which nations like Rwanda and
Burundi stood at the margins of global politics. A degree of Western guilt and the
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skilled manipulation of this guilt by the victorious RPF have suppressed interest in the
RPF killings of Hutus before and after the 1994 genocide and the RPF-led Rwandan
government’s deep involvement in killings inside the DRC. Jones, to great effect, com-
pares Israel’s use of the Holocaust to shield itself from criticism of its treatment of Pa-
lestinians and the Israeli incorporation into the Western national security structure to
the RPF’s adoption of the role of the political force that ended the 1994 genocide when
others would not and Rwanda’s post-1994 alliance with the United States to deflect
attention from genocidal killing in which the RPF was either directly or indirectly
involved.

Jones’s explanation of the exclusivity of status for the 1994 genocide also incorpo-
rates the likely universal human desire for clear narratives that easily identify perpetra-
tors and victims. Likewise, a “slow motion” genocide, in which much of the death is
caused by starvation and disease attributable to the conditions created by marauding ar-
mies and militias, does not easily satisfy the desire for time-bound and discrete events.
While this is a book of well-chosen and insightful essays, it is this chapter that best
applies the larger themes of the book to a single region.

It is a compliment to say that this book provokes far more questions than it an-
swers. This intriguing volume should be especially interesting to those who study geno-
cide, as it calls for reflection upon why it is that genocide scholars study what they do
and why certain cases are so repressed that they were not even included in a book on
hidden genocides. Genocide scholarship will remain a field of great controversy and
considerable rancor. With this fine volume, the editors have produced a collection of es-
says that, for the most part, push the issues toward reasoned discourse and away from
vitriol. All those with an interest in genocide studies are indebted to both the editors
and authors of this book.

Bettina Stangneth, Eichmann before Jerusalem: The Unexamined Life of a Mass Mur-
derer. New York: Knopf, 2014. Pp. 608, cloth, $35.00 US. Paper, $17.95 US. E-book,
$17.95 US.

Reviewed by Christopher R. Browning, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

As indicated in its title, this book is not about Adolf Eichmann’s trial in Jerusalem. Nor
is it about his key role as a Holocaust perpetrator before 1945. It is an extraordinarily
well-researched and fascinating study of, first, Eichmann’s relatively “unexamined life”
during the 15 years between the end of World War II and his abduction from Argentina
in 1960 and, second, of the documentation—the Argentina Papers—that he produced
during that period.

Bettina Stangneth outlines the meticulous care and discipline with which Eichmann
hid in Germany, not once visiting his family, and then made good his escape to
Argentina in 1950. Thereafter, the situation changed. Stangneth argues persuasively
that precise evidence with which to locate Eichmann had been available from 1952 on
but that, aside from the Frankfurt prosecutor Fritz Bauer, virtually no one in
Germany had wanted him found. Most egregiously complicit in this regard had
been the German embassy in Buenos Aires. (However, Stangneth suggests plausibly
that, once the 3,400-page Eichmann file of the German Federal Intelligence Service
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